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Hi Craig,

Christina Arias
Craig J. Wilson; Jack Petralia; Robin McCraw
8/30/02 4: 16PM
Re: Approach for assessing bacterial standards

Your summary of the recommendations of the workgroup looks like mine. However, I find one point that I
think should be amended. The first bullet refers to the frequency of "water quality standards." In our
meetings we were speaking in the context of DHS standards. HowevercSince this is a State BoarcL
document, the word "standar ~ is no looger applicable, because the freguenG¥-of exceedances that we_
ed!scussed wa only ffifering to the olJmerical obiective~ We decided not to use the presence of posting
signs, because they are not equivalent to exceedances of water quality objectives, for the various reasons
that were discussed. Essentially we are not addressing the loss of beneficial use when a sign is posted.
Therefore we cannot use the word "standards." We should be using "objectives."

Have a great weekend!

»> Craig J. Wilson 08/26/02 08:45AM »>
Jack and Robin,

As we've discussed, many of the RWQCBs are reevaluating their recommendations for the 2002 section
303(d) list related to bacterial standards exceedances, beach postings, and beach closures.

Based on your written summary of the Monitoring and Reporting Subcommittee--Beach Water Quality
Workgroup's recommendations, I have prepared the attached document that will ultimately go into our
staff report that describes the our listing methodology (hence the past tense).

I would appreciate your review of the attached.

CJWilson
916.341.5560

cc:
Moore

Deborah Jayne; Lisa McCann; Matt St. John; Pavlova Vitale; Renee DeShazo; Steve
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